NOTES:
1. ALL PIPING AND FITTINGS SHALL BE 1/2" SCH. 80 CPVC SOCKET WELD WITH VITON SEALS UNLESS OTHERWISE REQUIRED BY COMPONENTS.
2. ALL VALVES TO BE VENTED.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES AND ARE SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY.

DELTA SERIES METERING PUMP
DLTA1020 MAX. CAPACITY: 5.0 GPH @ 145 PSIG
DLTA0730 MAX. CAPACITY: 7.7 GPH @ 102 PSIG
DLTA1612 MAX. CAPACITY: 3.0 GPH @ 232 PSIG
DLTA1608 MAX. CAPACITY: 2.1 GPH @ 232 PSIG
DLTA2508 MAX. CAPACITY: 2.0 GPH @ 363 PSIG